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Illuminations
1968-10-23

essays and reflections from one of the twentieth century s most original
cultural critics with an introduction by hannah arendt walter benjamin was an
icon of criticism renowned for his insight on art literature and philosophy
this volume includes his views on kafka with whom he felt a close personal
affinity his studies on baudelaire and proust and his essays on leskov and
brecht s epic theater illuminations also includes his penetrating study the
work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction an enlightening discussion
of translation as a literary mode and his theses on the philosophy of history
hannah arendt selected the essays for this volume and introduces them with a
classic essay about benjamin s life in a dark historical era leon wieseltier
s preface explores benjamin s continued relevance for our times walter
benjamin 1892 1940 was a german jewish marxist literary critic essayist
translator and philosopher he was at times associated with the frankfurt
school of critical theory and was also greatly inspired by the marxism of
bertolt brecht and jewish mysticism as presented by gershom scholem

Illuminations
2019

views from one of the most original cultural critics of the twentieth century
walter benjamin

Illuminations
2011-06-30

the literary philosophical works of walter benjamin 1892 1940 rank among the
most quietly influential of the post war era though only since his death has
benjamin achieved the fame and critical currency outside his native germany
accorded him by a select few during his lifetime now he is widely held to
have possessed one of the most acute and original minds of the central
european culture decimated by the nazis illuminations contains his two most
celebrated essays the work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction and
theses on the philosophy of history as well as others on the art of
translation kafka storytelling baudelaire brecht s epic theatre proust and an
anatomy of his own obsession book collecting the essay is benjamin s domain
those collected in this now legendary volume offer the best possible access
to his singular and significant achievement in a stimulating introduction
hannah arendt reveals how benjamin s life and work are a prism to his times
and identifies him as possessing the rare ability to think poetically

Illuminations
1999

largely overlooked during his own lifetime walter benjamin is now widely held



to have possessed one of the most acute and original minds of the central
european culture decimated by the nazis this book contains two of his most
famous essays

Illuminations
1979

a beautiful collection of the legendary thinker s short stories the
storyteller gathers for the first time the fiction of the legendary critic
and philosopher walter benjamin best known for his groundbreaking studies of
culture and literature including illuminations one way street and the arcades
project his stories revel in the erotic tensions of city life cross the
threshold between rational and hallucinatory realms celebrate the importance
of games and delve into the peculiar relationship between gambling and
fortune telling and explore the themes that defined benjamin the novellas
fables histories aphorisms parables and riddles in this collection are
brought to life by the playful imagery of the modernist artist and bauhaus
figure paul klee

The Storyteller
2016-07-26

the towering twentieth century thinker delve into literature philosophy and
his own life experience in this extraordinary collection publishers weekly a
companion volume to illuminations the first collection of walter benjamin s
writings reflections presents a further sampling of his wide ranging work
here benjamin evolves a theory of language as the medium of all creation
discusses theater and surrealism reminisces about berlin in the 1920s recalls
conversations with bertolt brecht and provides travelogues of various cities
including moscow under stalin benjamin moves seamlessly from literary
criticism to autobiography to philosophical theological speculations
cementing his reputation as one of the greatest and most versatile writers of
the twentieth century this book is just that reflections of a highly polished
mind that uncannily approximate the century s fragments of shattered
traditions time

Reflections
2019-02-26

in september 1940 walter benjamin committed suicide in port bou on the
spanish french border when it appeared that he and his travelling partners
would be denied passage into spain in their attempt to escape the nazis in
2002 one of anthropology s and indeed today s most distinctive writers
michael taussig visited benjamin s grave in port bou the result is walter
benjamin s grave a moving essay about the cemetery eyewitness accounts of
benjamin s border travails and the circumstances of his demise it is the most
recent of eight revelatory essays collected in this volume of the same name
looking over these essays written over the past decade writes taussig i think



what they share is a love of muted and defective storytelling as a form of
analysis strange love indeed love of the wound love of the last gasp although
thematically these essays run the gamut covering the monument and graveyard
at port bou discussions of peasant poetry in colombia a pact with the devil
the peculiarities of a shaman s body transgression the disappearance of the
sea new york city cops and the relationship between flowers and violence each
shares taussig s highly individual brand of storytelling one that depends on
a deep appreciation of objects and things as a way to retrieve even deeper
philosophical and anthropological meanings whether he finds himself in
australia colombia manhattan or spain in the midst of a book or a beach
whether talking to friends or staring at a monument taussig makes clear
through these marvelous essays that materialist knowledge offers a crucial
alternative to the increasingly abstract globalized homogenized and digitized
world we inhabit pursuing an adventure that is part ethnography part
autobiography and part cultural criticism refracted through the object that
is walter benjamin s grave taussig with this collection provides his own
literary memorial to the twentieth century s greatest cultural critic

Walter Benjamin's Grave
2010-04-13

i fully realize that my discussion of the mental climate of collecting will
confirm many of you in your conviction that this passion is behind the times
in your distrust of the collector type nothing is further from my mind than
to shake either your conviction or your distrust walter benjamin was one of
the great cultural critics of the twentieth century in unpacking my library
he offers a strikingly personal meditation on his career as a book collector
and on the strange relations that spring up between objects and their owners
witty erudite and often moving this book will resonate with bibliophiles of
all kinds eris gems make available in the form of beautifully produced saddle
stitched booklets a series of outstanding short works of fiction and non
fiction

Unpacking My Library
2022-08

one of the most important works of cultural theory ever written walter
benjamin s groundbreaking essay explores how the age of mass media means
audiences can listen to or see a work of art repeatedly and what the
troubling social and political implications of this are throughout history
some books have changed the world they have transformed the way we see
ourselves and each other they have inspired debate dissent war and revolution
they have enlightened outraged provoked and comforted they have enriched
lives and destroyed them now penguin brings you the works of the great
thinkers pioneers radicals and visionaries whose ideas shook civilization and
helped make us who we are



The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction
2008-08-07

margaret cohen s encounter with walter benjamin one of the twentieth century
s most influential cultural and literary critics has produced a radically new
reading of surrealist thought and practice cohen analyzes the links between
breton s surrealist fusion of psychoanalysis and marxism and benjamin s post
enlightenment challenge to marxist theory she argues that breton s surrealist
marxism played a formative role in shaping postwar french intellectual life
and is of continued relevance to the contemporary intellectual scene

Profane Illumination
1995-03-06

drawing upon a wide range of biographies of literary subjects from
shakespeare and wordsworth to william golding and v s naipaul this book
develops a poetics of literary biography based on the triangular
relationships of lives works and times and how narrative operates in holding
them together biography is seen as a hybrid genre in which historical and
fictional elements are imaginatively combined it considers the roles of story
telling factual data in the art of life writing and the literariness of its
language it includes a case study of the biography of ellen terry discussion
of the controversial relationship between a subject s life and works
biographical criticism and through the issue of gender the social and
cultural changes biographies reflect it frames a poetics on the basis of its
strategy and tactics and demonstrates how the literal truth of verifiable
data and the poetic truth of what is narrated are interdependent

Towards a Poetics of Literary Biography
2015-09-07

walter benjamin philosopher essayist literary and cultural theorist was one
of the most original writers and thinkers of the twentieth century this new
selection brings together benjamin s major works including one way street his
dreamlike aphoristic observations of urban life in weimar germany unpacking
my library a delightful meditation on book collecting the confessional
hashish in marseille and the work of art in the age of mechanical
reproduction his seminal essay on how technology changes the way we
appreciate art also including writings on subjects ranging from proust to
kafka violence to surrealism this is the essential volume on one of the most
prescient critical voices of the modern age contains unpacking my library one
way street the work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction brief
history of photography hashish in marseille on the critique of violence the
job of the translator surrealism franz kafka and picturing proust



One-Way Street and Other Writings
2009-10-29

a classic collection of walter benjamin s essays including some of his most
celebrated writing walter benjamin is one of the most fascinating and
enigmatic intellectual figures of this century not only was he a thinker who
made an enormous impact with his critical and philosophical writings he
shattered disciplinary and stylistic conventions this collection introduced
by susan sontag contains the most representative and illuminating selection
of his work over a twenty year period and thus does full justice to the
richness and the multi dimensional nature of his thought included in these
pages are aphorisms and townscapes esoteric meditation and reminiscences of
childhood and reflections on language psychology aesthetics and politics

One-Way Street
2021-07-20

a series of influential essays on the visual arts that were made possible by
machines and the implications for the future of culture

The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological
Reproducibility, and Other Writings on Media
2008-05-31

from our finest radical literary analyst a classic study of the great
philosopher and cultural theorist

Walter Benjamin
2020-05-05

on the concept of history is a politics social sciences essay written by
german philosopher and social science critic walter benjamin on the concept
of history is one of walter benjamin s best known and most controversial
works the politics social sciences essay is composed of twenty numbered
paragraphs in which benjamin uses poetic and scientific analogies to present
a critique of historicism walter benjamin wrote the brief essay shortly
before attempting to escape from vichy france where french collaborationist
government officials were handing over jewish refugees like walter benjamin
to the nazi gestapo walter benjamin completed on the concept of history
before fleeing to spain where he unfortunately committed suicide benjamin s
work is often required textbook reading in various subjects such as
humanities philosophy and politics social sciences



On the Concept of History
2016-08-21

jameson s first full length engagement with walter benjamin s work the
benjamin files offers a comprehensive new reading of all of benjamin s major
works and a great number of his shorter book reviews notes and letters its
premise is that benjamin was an anti philosophical anti systematic thinker
whose conceptual interests also felt the gravitational pull of his vocation
as a writer what resulted was a coexistence or variety of language fields and
thematic codes which overlapped and often seemed to contradict each other a
view which will allow us to clarify the much debated tension in his works
between the mystical or theological side of benjamin and his political or
historical inclination the three way tug of war over his heritage between
adherents of his friends scholem adorno and brecht can also be better grasped
from this position which gives the brechtian standpoint more due than most
influential academic studies benjamin s corpus is an anticipation of
contemporary theory in the priority it gives language and representation over
philosophical or conceptual unity and its political motivations are clarified
by attention to the omnipresence of history throughout his writing from the
shortest articles to the most ambitious projects his explicit program to
transfer the crisis into the heart of language or in other words to detect
class struggle at work in the most minute literary phenomena requires the
reader to translate the linguistic or representational literary issues that
concerned him back into the omnipresent but often only implicitly political
ones but the latter are those of another era to which we must gain access to
use one of benjamin s favorite expressions

The Benjamin Files
2022-03-22

in a lucid brilliant work of nonfiction as close to an autobiography as his
readers are likely to get larry mcmurtry has written a family portrait that
also serves as a larger portrait of texas itself as it was and as it has
become using as a springboard an essay by the german literary critic walter
benjamin that he first read in archer city s dairy queen mcmurtry examines
the small town way of life that big oil and big ranching have nearly
destroyed he praises the virtues of everything from a lime dr pepper to the
lost art of oral storytelling and describes the brutal effect of the sheer
vastness and emptiness of the texas landscape on texans the decline of the
cowboy and the reality and the myth of the frontier mcmurtry writes frankly
and with deep feeling about his own experiences as a writer a parent and a
heart patient and he deftly lays bare the raw material that helped shape his
life s work the creation of a vast ambitious fictional panorama of texas in
the past and the present throughout mcmurtry leaves his readers with constant
reminders of his all encompassing boundless love of literature and books



Walter Benjamin at the Dairy Queen
2010-06-01

a comprehensive study of education in the writings of walter benjamin walter
benjamin s antifascist education is the first comprehensive analysis of
educational themes across the entirety of the critical theorist s diverse
writings starting with benjamin s early reflections on teaching and learning
tyson e lewis argues that the aesthetic and cultural forms to which benjamin
so often turned namely radio broadcasts children s theatrical productions
collections cityscapes public cinemas and word games swell with educational
potentialities what emerges from lewis s reading is a constellational
curriculum composed of minor practices such as poor teaching absentminded
learning and nondurational studying this curriculum carries political
significance offering an antidote to past and present forms of fascist
manipulation hardness and coldness walter benjamin s antifascist education is
a testimony to benjamin s belief that everyone is an educator and everyone
needs to be educated and everything is education taking up the multifaceted
benjaminian conception of educational life a life of studious straying and
self reflection at once critical and mimetic and following its untoward
trajectory in object areas as diverse as slapstick film riddles cityscapes
and children s theater this subtle imaginative and comprehensive analysis
speaks directly to the moral and spiritual crisis of the present howard
eiland massachusetts institute of technology

Walter Benjamin's Antifascist Education
2020-02-01

drawing upon a wealth of journal writings and personal correspondence esther
leslie presents a uniquely intimate portrait of one of the intellectual
giants of the twentieth century walter benjamin she sets his life in the
context of his middle class upbringing explores the social political and
economic upheaval in germany during and after world war i and recounts
benjamin s eccentric love of toys trick books travel and ships from the
frankfurt school and his influential friendships with theodore adorno gershom
scholem and bertolt brecht to his travels across europe walter benjamin
traces out the roots of benjamin s groundbreaking writings and their far
reaching impact in his own time leslie argues that benjamin s life challenges
the stereotypical narrative of the tragic and lonely intellectual figure
instead positioning him as a man who relished the fierce combat of competing
theories and ideas closing with his death at the spanish french border in a
desperate flight from the nazis and stalin walter benjamin is a concise and
concentrated account of a capacious intellect trapped by hostile
circumstances

Walter Benjamin
2008-01-15

a new translation of philosopher walter benjamin s work as it pertains to his



famous essay the storyteller this collection includes short stories book
reviews parables and as a selection of writings by other authors who had an
influence on benjamin s work the storyteller is one of walter benjamin s most
important essays a beautiful and suggestive meditation on the relation
between narrative form social life and individual existence and the product
of at least a decade s work what might be called the story of the storyteller
essays starts in 1926 with a piece benjamin wrote about the german romantic
johann peter hebel it continues in a series of short essays book reviews
short stories parables and even radio shows for children this collection
brings them all together to give readers a new appreciation of how benjamin s
thinking changed and ripened over time while including several key readings
of his own texts by his contemporaries ernst bloch and georg lukács by paul
valéry and by herodotus and montaigne finally to bring things around there
are three short stories by the incomparable hebel with whom the whole
intellectual adventure began

The Storyteller Essays
2019-07-23

this book analyzes the development of walter benjamin s concept of experience
in his early writings showing that it emerges from an engagement with visual
experience and in particular the experience of colour it represents benjamin
as primarily a thinker of the visual field

Walter Benjamin
2020-10-07

this book shows how extraordinarily substantial were the theoretical
footholds which walter benjamin supplied and included are essays on benjamin
and the sources of judaism feminism and cultural analysis and other writings

The Actuality of Walter Benjamin
1998

walter benjamin discusses whether art is diminished by the modern culture of
mass replication arriving at the conclusion that the aura or soul of an
artwork is indeed removed by duplication in an essay critical of modern
fashion and manufacture benjamin decries how new technology affects art the
notion of fine arts is threatened by an absence of scarcity an affair which
diminishes the authenticity and essence of the artist s work though the
process of art replication dates to classical antiquity only the modern era
allows for a mass quantity of prints or mass production given that the unique
aura of an artist s work and the reaction it provokes in those who see it is
diminished benjamin posits that artwork is much more political in
significance the style of modern propaganda of the use of art for the purpose
of generating raw emotion or arousing belief is likely to become more
prevalent versus the old fashioned production of simpler beauty or meaning in
a cultural or religious context



The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction: An Influential Essay of Cultural
Criticism; The History and Theory of Art
(Hardcover)
2018-08-24

marking the centenary of walter benjamin s immensely influential essay toward
the critique of violence this critical edition presents readers with an
altogether new fully annotated translation of a work that is widely
recognized as a classic of modern political theory the volume includes twenty
one notes and fragments by benjamin along with passages from all of the
contemporaneous texts to which his essay refers readers thus encounter for
the first time in english provocative arguments about law and violence
advanced by hermann cohen kurt hiller erich unger and emil lederer a new
translation of selections from georges sorel s reflections on violence
further illuminates benjamin s critical program the volume also includes for
the first time in any language a bibliography benjamin drafted for the
expansion of the essay and the development of a corresponding philosophy of
law an extensive introduction and afterword provide additional context with
its challenging argument concerning violence law and justice which addresses
such topical matters as police violence the death penalty and the ambiguous
force of religion benjamin s work is as important today as it was upon its
publication in weimar germany a century ago

Toward the Critique of Violence
2021-06-22

walter benjamin s most famous and influential essay remains the work of art
in the age of mechanical reproduction walter benjamin and the work of art is
the first book to provide a broad and dedicated analysis of this canonical
work and its effect upon core contemporary concerns in the visual arts
aesthetics and the history of philosophy the book is structured around three
distinct areas the extension of benjamin s work the question of historical
connection the importance of the essay in the development of criticism of
both the visual arts and literature contributors to the volume include major
benjamin commentators whose work has very much defined the reception of the
essay and leading philosophers historians and aesthetician whose approaches
open up new areas of interest and relevance

Walter Benjamin and Art
2005-02-01

an extraordinary book of real passionate research edmund de waal in 1945 ezra
pound was due to stand trial for treason for his broadcasts in fascist italy
during the second world war but before the trial could take place pound was
pronounced insane escaping a potential death sentence he was shipped off to



st elizabeths hospital near washington dc where he was held for over a decade
at the hospital pound was at his most contradictory and most controversial a
genius writer the most important living poet in the english language
according to t s eliot but also a traitor and now seemingly a madman but he
remained a magnetic figure eliot elizabeth bishop robert lowell and john
berryman all went to visit him at what was perhaps the world s most
unorthodox literary salon convened by a fascist and held in a lunatic asylum
told through the eyes of his illustrious visitors the bughouse captures the
essence of pound the artistic flair the profound human flaws whilst telling
the grand story of politics and art in the twentieth century

The Bughouse
2017-02-16

seven decades after his death german jewish writer philosopher and literary
critic walter benjamin 1892 1940 continues to fascinate and influence here
uwe steiner offers a comprehensive and sophisticated introduction to the
oeuvre of this intriguing theorist acknowledged only by a small circle of
intellectuals during his lifetime benjamin is now a major figure whose work
is essential to an understanding of modernity steiner traces the development
of benjamin s thought chronologically through his writings on philosophy
literature history politics the media art photography cinema technology and
theology walter benjamin reveals the essential coherence of its subject s
thinking while also analyzing the controversial or puzzling facets of
benjamin s work that coherence steiner contends can best be appreciated by
placing benjamin in his proper context as a member of the german
philosophical tradition and a participant in contemporary intellectual
debates as benjamin s writing attracts more and more readers in the english
speaking world walter benjamin will be a valuable guide to this fascinating
body of work

Walter Benjamin
2012-08-15

the relationship between philosopher critic walter benjamin and playwright
poet bertolt brecht was both a lasting friendship and a powerful intellectual
partnership having met in the late 1920s in germany benjamin and brecht both
independently minded marxists with a deep understanding of and passionate
commitment to the emancipatory potential of cultural practices continued to
discuss argue and correspond on topics as varied as fascism and the work of
franz kafka faced by the onset of the midnight of the century with the nazi
subversion of the weimar republic in germany and the stalinist degeneration
of the revolution in russia both men in their own way strove to keep alive
the tradition of dialectical critique of the existing order and radical
intervention in the world to transform it in understanding brecht we find
collected together benjamin s most sensitive and probing writing on the
dramatic and poetic work of his friend and tutor stimulated by brecht s
oeuvre and theorising his particular dramatic techniques such as the famous
estrangement effect benjamin developed his own ideas about the role of art



and the artist in crisis ridden society this volume contains benjamin s
introductions to brecht s theory or epic theatre and close textual analyses
of twelve poems by brecht printed in translation here which exemplify
benjamin s insistence that literary form and content are indivisible
elsewhere benjamin discusses the plays the mother terror and misery of the
third reich and the threepenny opera digressing for some general remarks on
marx and satire here we also find benjamin s masterful essay the author as
producer as well as an extract from his diaries that records the intense
conversations held in the late 1930s in denmark brecht s place of exile
between the two most important cultural theorists of this century in these
discussions the two men talked of subjects as diverse as the work of franz
kafka the unfolding soviet trials and the problems of literary work on the
edge of international war

Understanding Brecht
2020-05-05

not an autobiography in the customary sense benjamin s recollection of his
childhood in an upper middle class jewish home in berlin s west end at the
turn of the century is translated into english for the first time in book
form

Berlin Childhood Around 1900
2006

on hashish is walter benjamin s posthumous collection of writings providing a
unique and intimate portrait of the man himself of his experiences of hashish
and also of his views on the weimar republic

On Hashish
2006

even as a young man benjamin possessed astonishing intellectual range and
depth his topics here include poetry and fiction drama philosophy history
religion love violence morality mythology painting and much more

Selected Writings: 1913-1926
1996

a collection of fabricated essays lectures and interviews supposedly by
walter benjamin

Walter Benjamin
2013

anthropology has long been associated with an ethos of engagement the field s



core methods and practices involve long term interpersonal contact between
researchers and their study participants giving major research topics in the
field a distinctively human face the fact that these interactions frequently
cross social parameters including class race ethnicity and gender raises
important questions can research findings be authentic and objective are
anthropologists able to use their data to aid the participants of their study
and is that aid always welcome in this book authors bring together an
international array of scholars who have been embedded in some of the most
conflict ridden and dangerous zones in the world to reflect on the role and
responsibility of anthropological inquiry they explore issues of truth and
objectivity the role of the academic the politics of memory and the impact of
race gender and social position on the research process through ethnographic
case studies they offer models for conducting engaged research and illustrate
the contradictions and challenges of doing so bookjacket

Engaged Observer
2006

focusing on the arcades of 19th century paris glass roofed rows of shops that
were early centers of consumerism benjamin presents a montage of quotations
from and reflections on hundreds of published sources 46 illustrations

The Arcades Project
1999

the work of the great literary and cultural critic walter benjamin is an
audacious plotting of history art and thought a reservoir of texts
commentaries scraps and fragments of everyday life art and dreams throughout
his life benjamin gathered together all kinds of artifacts assortments of
images texts and signs themselves representing experiences ideas and hopes
each of which was enthusiastically logged systematized and analyzed by their
author in this way benjamin laid the groundwork for the salvaging of his own
legacy intricate and intimate walter benjamin s archive leads readers to the
heart of his intellectual world yielding a rich and detailed portrait of its
author

Walter Benjamin's Archive
2015-09-15

walter benjamin was perhaps the twentieth century s most elusive intellectual
his writings defy categorization and his improvised existence has proven
irresistible to mythologizers in a major new biography howard eiland and
michael jennings present a comprehensive portrait of the man and his times as
well as extensive commentary on his work



Walter Benjamin
2014-01-20

walter benjamin s magnum opus was a book he did not live to write in the
dialectics of seeing susan buck morss offers an inventive reconstruction of
the passagen werk or arcades project as it might have taken form working with
benjamin s vast files of citations and commentary which contain a myriad of
historical details from the dawn of consumer culture buck morss makes visible
the conceptual structure that gives these fragments philosophical coherence
she uses images throughout the book to demonstrate that benjamin took the
debris of mass culture seriously as the source of philosophical truth the
paris arcades that so fascinated benjamin as they did the surrealists whose
materialist metaphysics he admired were the prototype the 19th century ur
form of the modern shopping mall benjamin s dialectics of seeing demonstrate
how to read these consumer dream houses and so many other material objects of
the time from air balloons to women s fashions from baudelaire s poetry to
grandville s cartoons as anticipations of social utopia and simultaneously as
clues for a radical political critique buck morss plots benjamin s
intellectual orientation on axes running east and west north and south moscow
paris berlin naples and shows how such thinking in coordinates can explain
his understanding of dialectics at a standstill she argues for the continuing
relevance of benjamin s insights but then allows a set of afterimages to have
the last word

The Dialectics of Seeing
1991-07-01

the surviving correspondence between walter benjamin and theodor w adorno
this is the first time all of the surviving correspondence between adorno and
benjamin has appeared in english provides a key to the personalities and
projects of these two major intellectual figures offers a compelling insight
into the cultural politics of the period at a time of social and political
upheaval an invaluable resource for all students of the work of adorno and
especially of benjamin extensively annotated and cross referenced

The Complete Correspondence 1928 - 1940
2018-03-14
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